Student Assembly Holds Special Elections Friday

Juniors, Seniors, From To Eleet Next Years Reps.

Elections to select student officers of the Student Assembly have been held. The following students have been chosen to serve the student body: William J. Maydell, Lt. Governor; Mary E. Warden, Secretary; Richard C. F. Kirkland, Student Secretary; Frederic C. Beck, President; Charles F. Marsh, Treasurer; and Josephine P. F. O'Brien, Parliamentarian.

Dean Cox Holds New Law Course For Next Term

A new course, Introduction to Law, will be added to the curricula of the College for the coming term. The course will be taught by Mr. John W. Cox, who has been appointed to the faculty of the College.

Gov't Passes New By-Laws For Consti.

The Student Assembly has passed a new set of by-laws for the Consti. The by-laws include provisions for the election of officers, the conduct of meetings, and the organization of committees. The by-laws are designed to ensure the efficient functioning of the Consti.

College Plans New School Of Business Administration

The College has announced the establishment of a new School of Business Administration. The school will offer a variety of programs in business administration.

Gov't Civil Service Exam For Students

Open competitive examination for the position of student assistant will be held at D.C. M. The examination will be conducted by the United States Civil Service Commission. The examination will be held on March 20th, 1941 and will be open to all students who meet the eligibility requirements.

New Library Lounges Open For Students

The College Library has opened new lounges for the use of students. The lounges are located on the second floor of the library. They are open to all students who wish to study or relax in a comfortable setting.

Cutler Essay

The annual Cutler Essay competition has been announced. The essay topic is "The Future of the College Library." Essays must be submitted by April 1st. The essays will be judged by a panel of faculty members.

National Chap.

Alumni Contest Will Pay $25.00

Announcing annual contest for alumni to write a poem about the College Library. The contest is open to all alumni of the College, and the winner will receive a cash prize of $25.00.

Girl Boy Boy Boy Gift For Fresh Dance

Following the annual dance, a gift will be given to the Freshman class. The gift is a special award for the Freshman class.

Library Acquires Photostat Copy Of Documents

The College Library has acquired a copy of the official record of the Library. The record includes information about the history of the Library and its collections.

World Events

President John Nance Garner has been named ambassador to Brazil. The appointment is expected to strengthen U.S. relations with Brazil, as Brazil is a key player in South American affairs.
**TWO DIFFERENT VIEWPOINTS ON THE PRESENT WAR:**

To the right and to the left, the world is divided into two camps in World War II. Representing the sectional affairs of man, the New York Press, New York City has forwarded its official sentiments to the American people. Miradores Church Parson two Sundays ago is a sermon that offers a positive programme for this nation as it faces the war crises. Both words are timely and pertinent in this age of war.

**Four Step Programme For Effective Intervention**

(A sermon preached in Trinity Parish Church, Williamsburg, Va., on the First Sunday after the Epiphany, January 6, 1941)

**Tenement in the Epiphany, when the ChurchTradition of the Church of the Holy Innocents and two words "to come and see" to Our and to Christ "to make known," to tell us what game we shall play.**
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Indians Will Open 23-Game Baseball Schedule With W.L. March 29

Eight Contests Slated For Home Diamond; Three Dates Still Open

Cranle, Merritt and Raschi Give McCray Bright Outlook For Pitching Strength

By BILL RICHLER

William and Mary's home opener is only a week away, with baseball enthusiasts and fans of both schools looking forward to the first game of the season. The team is in the midst of a 23-game schedule, with eight contests already penciled in for home stands. The most recent dates are still open, with spring's warmer temperatures and the team's performance in mind.

Women's Team

Grace Acel

Crowned As Foil Queen

Frosh Lassie Takes National Tourney

In addition to the fact that most students have plenty of reason to be in good spirits, the members of the women's team are happy that they have a new foil queen. Grace Acel has been crowned the queen of the national foil tourney, and her victory is a testament to the dedication and hard work of the team.

Sports Card Half Through

Warm Days Mean Outside Activities

The Indian Cagers

Looking the William and Mary basketball team 80% ready for the season, Coach Kirkland has been busy preparing for the upcoming games. The team has had several practices, and the players are looking forward to the season.

Boys Can't Have It All Through

Frosh Hope To Score At Team's Expense

Getting out on the short stage at 10 a.m. on June 30th, Tuesday, June 30th, is the day on which the baseball season starts. The William and Mary players are ready to take the field and give it their all in the upcoming games.

Gridders Face Nine Foes On 1941 Schedule

George Washington Replaces Virginia

The Gridiron Kings will challenge nine opponents in the upcoming season, with George Washington replacing Virginia as the team's next opponent.

Cavaliers, Howe, Heavy Favorites To Turn Back Local Quinns on Thursday

By SAM ELLENSON

The Cavaliers, heavy favorites, will turn back the local quinns on Thursday, with a game against the University of Virginia.

Men's Basketball

BY SAM ELLENSON

The Cavaliers, heavy favorites, will turn back the local quinns on Thursday, with a game against the University of Virginia.

MARCH 30

BY SAM ELLENSON

The Cavaliers, heavy favorites, will turn back the local quinns on Thursday, with a game against the University of Virginia.

MARCH 31

BY SAM ELLENSON

The Cavaliers, heavy favorites, will turn back the local quinns on Thursday, with a game against the University of Virginia.
The dollars to pay for the death of Indian and German soldiers will be enough to buy out the New York Times, the Hearst papers, the Wall Street Journal, the New York American. The rich jaws of the newspapers, however, will be wide open to the surrender of the last and the worst. Only the death of the last and the worst will bring to the rich men of the newspapers the satisfaction of the last victory. Only the death of the last and the worst will bring the rich men of the newspapers the satisfaction of the last victory.
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**Phil Alpha's Fiddle While Fart Burns**

By SUSANNE STENKERT

Dean Landrum Attends Modern Language Meet

(Ve Landrum, Dean of the Modern Language Department, and Professor of French, arrived in Boston Tuesday night to attend the annual meeting of the Modern Language Association. There was a discussion on the relation of the modern French education to the national educational system, the teaching of French in the secondary schools, and similar topics. A very interesting point of view was given on the idea of teaching French as a means of economic advancement, which is the tongue of to-day's Germany.

The president of the association, Mr. T. Craig, spoke next for a thorough and excellent study of foreign languages. The German group was working for a separate fund by keeping the instructors to the Institute, to be used for the advancement of the International Symposium. A very interesting discussion on the idea of teaching French as a means of economic advancement, which is the tongue of today's Germany.

University of Idaho recently adopted a new plan of study for the undergraduate students in the French department. A large number of students have been entered in the French Department and a greater number of students have been enrolled in the French Department.
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OFF THE REEL

Wednesday, Jan. 14, 1941
The Flat Hat

By Louis A. Madsen, Editor

This week's edition of the Flat Hat contains the annual College Calendar of Events. The calendar for the current academic year has been prepared by the Committee on the Calendar, and includes all major events of interest to the student body. The calendar is printed in large type to make it easy to read, and has been divided into sections for each semester. The Flat Hat is grateful to the Committee on the Calendar for their work in preparing this edition.

THE CAROLES

By Harry W. Moore, Editor

The Caroles is a literary magazine published by the students of the University of Illinois. The magazine contains articles on a wide variety of topics, including literature, history, and current events. The Caroles is published quarterly, and is available free of charge to all students.

WEST END MARKET

By Clarice E. Bicknell

West End Market is a weekly column that provides information about the market and its products. The column includes a list of the market's current offerings, as well as a description of each item. The market is open to the public and is located in the heart of the city. The West End Market is a popular destination for locals and tourists alike.

FINE MEATS

By Mary W. Johnson

The Fine Meats section of the Flat Hat provides information about the quality and availability of meats. The section includes a list of meats, as well as details about the sources and preparation methods. The Flat Hat is committed to providing accurate and up-to-date information about the products available in the market.